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Introduction

As critical literacy educators, we are interested in the ways children develop agency. Critical literacy has moved from a focus on oral and written verbal texts to a focus on multimodal texts that use a range of signifying systems, such as images, sound, gesture, movement and materials. Changes in technology have brought about a concurrent shift from print to screen that enables the simultaneous use of multiple messaging streams. What counts as a text has, as a result, broadened considerably (Bearne, 2003) and now includes amongst other things, artifacts (Pahl & Rowell, 2010), and places and spaces (Comber, 2015). They exist in a wide range of genres and forms such as art, drama, dance, books, artifacts and construction. We present data from an ongoing ethnographic study now in its second year, which is part of our overarching project on the spatialities and embodiments of childhood. Leah, a six-year-old middle class girl, is the focus of our study, and here we examine the out-of-school texts created during collaborative play. In this chapter we explore the inter-relationship between Leah’s embodied digital and print literacies in her construction of texts.

Much of the current research in early childhood that is concerned with digital technologies (e.g. Burnett, 2010, 2015; Harwood, 2017; Flewitt et al., 2015) is located in the political North. Although Leah is a child with privileged access to digital technologies at home and is comfortable with both old and new technologies, this is not the case for most children in South Africa. In addition, the take-up of digital technologies in our K-3 classrooms has been slow. While our context makes it necessary for us to continue to research the use of old technologies in childhood education, we are firm believers that they provide varied opportunities for learning in early childhood and are worthy of ongoing research in their own right (Crescenzi et al., 2014). Research focusing on digital technologies only runs the risk of not recognising the importance of the interplay between different technologies and how children traverse the landscape of technological possibilities to suit their purposes and current levels of technological competence. Kress (2004) argues that children’s choices relate to the affordances of the different modalities, but we contend that children’s embodied understanding of their own competence and sensory pleasure are as important.
Theoretical approaches that underpin our work

To understand Leah’s textual play, we first foreground the theoretical approaches informing our work. These approaches influence the ways in which we design our research, enable us to make sense of our data and position our work in relation to the debates in the field.

We draw on three bodies of theory in our work with children, as well as research located in these paradigms that focuses on young children’s engagement with digital technologies:

- Socio-cultural theories of literacy and play in early childhood (e.g. Dyson, 2016; Edwards, 2013; Harwood, 2017; Larson & Marsh, 2013; Wohlwend, 2008, 2015) together with theories of multimodal representation (e.g. Rowsell & Harwood, 2015) and transmediation (e.g. Kress, 2004; Newfield, 2015);
- Theories of childhood (e.g. Dahlberg & Moss, 2005; Edwards, 2013; James & Prout, 2015);
- Theories of embodiment in time and space (e.g. Dixon, 2011; Farman, 2015; Foucault, 1977, 1980; Lefebvre, 1991, Thiel, 2015).

These theories come together as we try to understand how literacy is embodied in a particular child in her textual play.

Reflections on research methods

Collaborative play as a form of ethnography

There is a long history of using ethnography in literacy research. The advantage of an ethnographic approach is that it provides insights into beliefs and practices observed over time, is socially situated, data collection is flexible, unstructured and guided by participants, and themes for analysis arise from the data. Ethnographies have been critiqued for the impact researchers have in the site and that researchers do not reflect reality, but create it through their subjective writings.

All research choices are subjective, but ethnography provides opportunities for researchers to reflect on their perspectives. It demands that researchers ‘think consciously about entering the life of the other’ (Heath et al., 2008). We have been influenced by participatory research and participatory methods with young children (Clark & Moss, 2011; Fargas-Malet et al., 2010; Literat, 2013; Mand, 2012; Tay-Lim & Lim, 2013). This approach has been shaped by changing conceptions of childhood that see children as ‘experts in their own lives’, ‘skillful communicators’, ‘rights holders’ and ‘meaning makers’ (Clark & Moss, 2011, p. 5). But as Gallacher and Gallagher (2008) point out, although acknowledging children as having agency and constructing children as co-researchers and knowledge-producers, research agendas using participatory methods are most often adult-driven, and do not take power relations into account or acknowledge the dynamic nature of children.

We have thought carefully about the benefits of participant observation in ethnography, what participatory methods bring to an ethnographic approach, and how best to enter the life of a child as adults. Dyson’s (2016) contention that play is the work of children is important. Our interest in what happens in children’s ‘textual playgrounds’ where children respond to each other, ‘adapt relevant symbolic material, assume complementary roles, and thereby, construct a textual encounter’ (Dyson, 2013, p. 117), led us to consider how, instead of using a more...
traditional form of participant observation, our entry point into Leah’s life could be through collaborative play. Collecting data through collaborative play is similar to, but not the same, as participatory research. There is no research agenda. The questions emerge from what transpires during play. Collaborative play is child-directed.

Thus, emic and etic perspectives become important. Collaborative play is an approximation of an emic perspective. Hilary, Leah’s collaborative playmate, is an ‘insider’ in terms of her access to and knowledge of the family and culture in which Leah is located. But she cannot be considered a full insider, because she is not a child. If researchers want to understand children’s play, it is important to see what they do, not how they comply with adult direction. This is easy to say and hard to do. Thiel (2014, p. 130), in describing her experience as a researcher learning to play with a child in an out-of-school space, says,

Perhaps reflecting years of my body/mind being territorialized by discourses of what it means to be a teacher in the presence of a child, I felt like I had to “teach something” rather than letting [the child] lead me.

Influenced by Thiel, Hilary realised that she had to unlearn her own embodied pedagogical inclinations and give up ‘hierarchy, power and the binary of adult and child’ (Thiel, 2014, p. 121). She had to recognise that her own body had been schooled to be a pedagogue rather than a playmate or a researcher.

Collecting data ‘as a playmate in the moment’ is complex. It is challenging to write fieldnotes, or videorecord in the moment, whilst playing. So Kerryn acted as an ‘outsider’. She interviews Hilary and Leah, and watches recordings of the play to interrogate what, how, and why things happen. Interviews with Leah are related to the texts she produces. Those with Hilary are about the textual products, reconstructing the play, probes on how meaning was made and remade over time and recursive connections to other digital and print texts and play dates.

Because our focus is Leah’s textual play, this research requires an analytic focus on the texts. Flewitt’s (2011) work combining ethnography and multimodality is helpful. She argues this combination can lead to the production of grounded, theorised, detailed and holistic insights into literacy as a social practice, revealing how micro-moments of multimodal meaning making unfold in a complex network of socially situated norms and practices.

(Flewitt, 2011, p. 297)

Because texts can only be understood in relation to the social and material conditions and the processes of production and reception, our method of text analysis relies heavily on ethnographic data.

**Text analysis**

Texts that children produce give us insight into what they are thinking and feeling. They are an externalisation of children’s embodied internal worlds in material form, and often reveal more than what children at different ages can express in words. By observing the process of production, it is possible to see how ideas develop and change and how the materials interact with the child and influence their thought processes. Children often talk aloud while playing. Following children’s talk provides access to their internal worlds. Materials and technologies are part of the context and conditions of production, as is the participation of an adult in the play. Understanding that the text is produced in relation to material and social conditions is an important part of
textual analysis. Fairclough’s (1989, 1995) approach to discourse analysis requires us to consider both process and product and the material and social conditions that affect what children make, and how they make them. Figure 7.1 combines elements of his 1989 and 1995 model versions.
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**Figure 7.1** Fairclough’s dimensions of discourse  
*Source: Fairclough 1989, p. 25; Fairclough 1995, p. 98*

**Data collection methods: ‘will you take a video of me explaining this?’**

In two years we have collected a large and varied data set (see Table 7.1). The data comprises fieldnotes, photographs of texts during production and as final products, interviews, artifacts and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Recorded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drawings</td>
<td>Seven large-scale drawings about 86 cm by 73 cm that Leah calls ‘maps’.</td>
<td>Original artifacts, photographs and video during making, fieldnotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Created books</td>
<td>Three books (11 cm × 15 cm) with a varying number of pages.</td>
<td>Original artifacts, scanned copies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction projects</td>
<td>A range of materials are used (e.g. Lego, blocks).</td>
<td>Photographs, fieldnotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah performing</td>
<td>Leah and Hilary act out books, improvise movie storylines. Toys/</td>
<td>Video, fieldnotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>action figures are also used.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material artifacts used in</td>
<td>These include dress up costumes, toys.</td>
<td>Original artifacts, photographs, video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>play</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>Movies, audio and print books, game apps, YouTube videos, DVDs.</td>
<td>Screen grabs from iPad, lists of digital and print texts, original artifacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews and conversations</td>
<td>Unstructured ongoing interviews with Leah and Hilary. Conversations with</td>
<td>Transcribed, written notes in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leah’s parents (for fact-checking).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
videos of Leah playing which are often performative: she encourages Hilary to film her talking about her texts. Each item is interesting, but as a body of longitudinal data it reveals Leah's developing motor and perceptual skills, language development, growing knowledge of herself and the world, visual literacy and performativity from her engagement with movies. It becomes possible to see recurring motifs and shifting embodiments.

In following an ethnographic tradition, it is important to construct thick descriptions. Below is an excerpt of a thick description of Leah and her literacy practices:

Leah is an emerging literate who is steeped in children’s movies, children’s television and books. As yet she is not able to read and is more interested in learning to write than to read. She has many children’s books at home, which in addition to Hilary’s own collection, she enjoys. At the time of writing, her iPad had 30 movies, 30 audio books and 44 games on it that her parents had chosen, vetted and downloaded for her.

Leah’s iPad travels with her. She wakes very early and can play with it until the alarm goes off at 6h00 or 7h00 depending on whether or not it is a school day. She can operate this technology with confidence, is adept at opening folders, inserting her headphone, adjusting the volume, the size of the image and the orientation of the screen. She knows how to switch to pause, to mute, to fast forward and to rewind. This knowledge is so embodied that she does not have to think about what to do.

In addition to the iPad, her parents take her to the movies regularly, and have downloaded countless movies and children’s television programmes from Netflix, which she can ask to watch on the TV screen. She can use a television remote confidently. She has watched many of Hilary’s DVDs of Willems’ books: including Don’t let Pigeon drive the bus (2003), Pigeon finds a hot dog (2004), Duckling gets a cookie (2012). Movies are without question her favourite genre and what she engages with the most. Some movies she watches over and over. She seems to enjoy different movie versions of the same story as well as the same story in book form. She has toys of the characters from many of her favourite movies and books. Her immersion in narrative texts has given her a wide range of resources for imaginative and linguistic play.

Data analysis: a bird’s eye view

An ethnographic approach combined with a focus on multimodal texts generates a large body of data. This presents a challenge in making principled decisions of how much data needs to be included and at what level of detail. Selection should be representative of the data and not cherry-picked. This is made more difficult because what methods or approaches enable one to ‘capture, define, analyse, and represent the meaning potential of interwoven, diverse semiotic modes’ (Flewitt, 2011, p. 295) has not been clearly established.

Having the perspectives of two researchers in constant conversation about the data is an advantage. We find ourselves returning to certain incidents and themes. Reading the literature in the field provides insights; our understandings of Leah and her play grow over time; and in comparing different data sets and new data we realise how partial some of our understandings are, and what we just got wrong. One of the ‘issues’ we kept returning to was how the character of Pigeon from Willems’ Pigeon books regularly inserted himself into Leah’s world. We use the ‘Pigeon data set’ (see Table 7.2 for a visual summary) to answer the emerging research question:

What is the inter-relationship between Leah’s digital and print literacies in her construction of texts during collaborative play and how are these literacies embodied?
Table 7.2 The Pigeon data set

Leah’s and Hilary’s texts produced in collaborative play

Map: Pigeon and Duckling give the Princess something

Map: The story of the stolen crown

(Continued)
Table 7.2  (Continued)

Leah's and Hilary's texts produced in collaborative play

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text Type</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leah's first Pigeon book</td>
<td>Don’t let the pigeon watch TV!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah's second Pigeon book</td>
<td>Pigeon goes to the beach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Leah's first Pigeon book

Leah's second Pigeon book
Leah's and Hilary's texts produced in collaborative play

Leah's first Pigeon book
Leah's second Pigeon book
Data generated by Hilary

Fieldnotes
Interview transcript
Video
Photograph

Print, Multimedia and On-line texts

Willems' Pigeon books
Don't let the Pigeon drive the bus,
The Pigeon finds a hotdog,
Don't let the Pigeon stay up late,
The Pigeon takes a bath.
The covers can be seen on Google Images.

Animated DVDs produced by Willems
Don't let the Pigeon drive the bus,
Don't let the Pigeon stay up late,
Pigeon finds a hotdog.

YouTube videos
e.g. How to draw Pigeon. (see for example, https://youtu.be/_mkgx2J3J-E)
Fairclough’s approach to analysis allows us to integrate the questions arising from our ethno-
graphic analysis and our theoretical framework into his model. Our adaptation of Fairclough’s
model is represented in Figure 7.2.

**Analysis of the conditions of production and reception**

The Pigeon maps and books produced by Leah could not have been imagined without exten-
sive knowledge of Willems’ stories. Hilary has read the Pigeon books aloud so many times that
Leah knows them off by heart. When she subsequently and repeatedly watched the animated
versions of these stories on DVD, her knowledge of plot, setting, narrative, dialogue and char-
acterisation were reinforced and extended. We argue that the middle class literacy practice of
being read-aloud to is deepened by watching and listening to the same stories on DVD, a digital
literacy practice. The meaning potential of multiple modes (oral, visual, verbal, spatial, gestural)
embedded in these literacy practices enhance Leah’s understanding of narrative and text crea-
tion. The result is the same as noted by Rowsell and Harwood (2015, p. 139): When ‘children
design texts by layering personal interests, experiences, and histories with media driven under-
standings, more universal texts tend to emerge’.

Leah finds the books funny and takes great pleasure in the humour created by Pigeon’s
behaviour in the videos. The stories talk to childhood experiences of food, bedtime, bath-time,
sharing and fantasies of doing grown-up things. Pigeon, who represents the ‘hard-done-by’
child, tries to get what he wants by sulking, pleading, cajoling, bribing, whining, complaining,
guilt-tripping and throwing temper tantrums. Children find it hilarious to see their own behav-
ior in Pigeon, as evidenced in Willems’ video-recorded engagement with child-audiences (see
extra feature, ‘Mo and Pigeon visit a school’, in Weston Wood Studios’ 2010 DVD, *Don’t let
the Pigeon drive the bus*). In this feature, Willems models ways of getting children to interact with
the stories, as the responsible child who refuses Pigeon’s demands. Leah loves loudly shouting,
‘No’, to Pigeon’s demands when the books are read to her and her whole body responds. This
embodied engagement finds expression in her drawings of children responding ‘No’ to Pigeon
in her artwork (Figure 7.3) for her first Pigeon book, *Don’t let the Pigeon watch TV*. The capital-
ised and extended ‘Nos’ are an example of transmediation.

The positioning of children as ideal reader-viewers requires a superior disposition that laughs
at Pigeon’s foibles. Leah continues to embody this disposition as she takes on the role of writer,
which enables her to replicate Willems’ satirical tone. Her access to digital technology affords
her access to the author with his texts. Willems explicitly encourages children to make up their
own stories and teaches them how to draw his characters. The normalised practice of access to
information in on-line spaces, and fluid boundaries between text ownership, benefits Leah as a
writer/creator in the off-line time and space she inhabits.

Leah’s experience of Willems’ books and videos are deepened by her engagement with other
genres, modes and media. The Disney Princess films provide fertile ground for her creative
imaginings in her Pigeon maps. These maps (see Figures 7.5 and 7.6) are examples of

‘Big worlds’ with rich literary resources, such as engrossing narratives and memorable
characters for ‘thick play’, that is, repeated intensive and extensive playing and replay-
ing that develops deeper literary understanding

*(Wohlwend, 2015, p. 548)*

Hilary is implicated as a ‘player’ in the conditions of production and reception; and following
ethnographic practice, this needs to be acknowledged. Hilary’s academic knowledge of literacy
Social conditions of production (social, institutional, societal) –
Socio cultural practice

Process of production/interpretation - Discourse practice

Text - Literacy practice

Theories: representation; new literacies + embodiment; multimodal semiotic analysis; transmediation; content analysis;

Theories of play, collaboration and learning; timespace; pleasure and embodiment.

Theories of New literacies; Sociology of childhood, embodiment; ideology

Dimensions of discourse

Dimensions of discourse analysis

Figure 7.2 Fairclough's model with theory inserted relevant to this study
and childhood and practical experience of children’s literature, movies and the internet, brings her own cultural and embodied capital (Bourdieu, 1992) to this play. She had to develop a meta-cognitive awareness of her embodied tendencies to teach while playing. She makes a range of spaces and material resources available for different forms of play. Leah prefers different spaces for different forms of play and spends variable amounts of time on her textual projects depending on her interest level.

The most important conditions of production of these maps and books are extensive exposure to the original texts across different modes and media, with engaged participation alongside Hilary.

**Analysis of the processes of production**

Leah doesn’t always choose textual play. When she does, she decides what and where they should play. She decides when she has had enough or whether she wants to go back to work on something they worked on before. Often, she takes a break and returns to her chosen project the same day. At other times, she may spend several hours across different days on one project. Hilary has created an art box for Leah with a range of materials. What is in the box changes, but consistently includes:

- **Drawing implements:** pencils, pencil crayons, wax crayons, felt tip pens.
- **Cutting and sticking:** scissors, glue sticks, masking tape, sticky tape.
- **Paper:** white and coloured A4 sheets, patterned paper, coloured Post-Its.
- **Stickers:** coloured dots, stars, children’s themed stickers, rubbery sheets of glitter paper, foam stickers.
Drawing maps

The map paper is stuck to the floor with masking tape. Leah likes to work on a large ‘canvas’ where there is room for two people to play (Figure 7.4). The organisation of space and time enable particular forms of embodiment. A large ‘canvas’ requires a large work space which creates opportunities for collaboration. Working on the floor enables greater efficiency of movement compared to moving around a table. This spatial organisation enables bodies to lie down, stretch over and across the page, create a large sweep of lines, and tiny fine-grained details. The ‘canvas’ size offers the possibility of a time-dense project, that can sap a body of energy, but also fires the imagination, compelling an artist to return time and again to fill in the details of a complex narrative landscape.

Leah’s first Pigeon map, *Pigeon and Duckling give the Princess something*, was not completed in one sitting (Figure 7.5). It began with the amalgamation of two Willems stories, *The Pigeon finds a hotdog* (2004) and *The Duckling gets a cookie* (2012). Hilary was instructed to draw Pigeon and Duckling on the right-hand side of the page, whilst Leah stuck stickers on the other side. The crown and hand mirror stickers prompted her to draw a princess. She then joined Hilary and drew the sun followed by the hotdog stand. Only after that did she decide that Pigeon should give the Princess a hotdog and Duckling should give her a cookie. This led her to draw Pigeon’s Princess-thought-bubble and to work out how to show Pigeon moving from one side of the page to the other, to present the Princess with a hotdog. She represented Pigeon’s journey in pigeon ‘foot’ prints. She asked Hilary to draw Duckling’s ‘foot’ prints. The remaining detail was added on a different day.

*The story of the stolen crown* was the next map Leah produced (Figure 7.6). It has less detail and was completed in a shorter time. Leah began by sticking thick rubbery stickers of the

---

*Figure 7.4  Leah at work on a map*
Figure 7.5  Pigeon and Duckling give the Princess something

Figure 7.6  The story of the stolen crown
butterflies, the beetles, the hearts and the pink flower-shaped glitter pieces onto the page. The story was built from these. Next, she drew the giant lady bug and the fairy. When she decided to use the yellow butterfly as part of the fairy, she tore off the feelers and added them to the glitter pieces to make another insect. At this stage she was working on an idealised garden with insects and a fairy. However, as soon as she saw the crown, it became the focus of the imaginative play. She drew an evil girl on the left, and then drew two more girls in a row, who represent the same girl, with the last girl stealing the crown. Having taken the crown, the girl jumped straight up in the air to get away, represented by the straight vertical line, and then moved around and around, represented by circling lines on the right of the page. She ended up below the circles. Her head and hands are above Duckling’s blue pond. Finally, she’s at the bottom of the page, below the giant yellow bodied ladybird. The yellow body is cross-hatched to show that she has been caught and jailed. A black felt tip pen makes the bars stand out. Almost everything else is in wax crayon, with the escape route in purple. While Leah wove this imagined narrative, Hilary drew Duckling and her pond, as Leah requested. There was no attempt to include Duckling in the story. In this story the Princess appears in reduced symbolised form as a word (princess) and a crown. The crown shows the use of synecdoche, a sophisticated literary device.

Writing books

The process of producing Pigeon books is quite different. The spatial logic of creating a book is different to creating a map. The books are produced in three stages and require an upright seated body. In stage one Hilary and Leah sit at the computer and work out the story, which Hilary types with Leah beside her making decisions; then Hilary prints the pages, staples and binds them into a book. In the final stage Leah draws the images to accompany the words, with help from Hilary on request. Hilary took a larger role in the design and development of the first Pigeon book, modelling the process for Leah. Hilary’s current inability to type, write and read print means that she does not engage fully with the technology, but her talk is underpinned by her knowledge of story that comes from the books, an ear for dialogue that comes from film and an unconscious sense of how dialogue drives Willems’ narratives. Pigeon goes to the beach reads like a script. We’d argue that the oral mode has influenced the genre, and Hilary is more amanuensis than joint author.

Pigeon goes to the beach begins with Pigeon thinking about going to the beach. He approaches the Busdriver and asks if he will take Pigeon there. The Busdriver agrees to drop him off, but doesn’t want to visit the beach himself. Pigeon lists the benefits of the beach, persuading the Busdriver to try it. Busdriver and Duckling, who they meet on the beach, love the beach. Pigeon complains about the hard sand, salty water, big waves and dogs chasing him. He goes for a swim to cheer himself up but nearly drowns. As Duckling and Busdriver are leaving after a lovely day, Pigeon comments that the rockpools might be better. Busdriver and Duckling, reply: ‘Yeah, Right!’.

A comparison of the books and triangulation with observations and fieldnotes indicates that by the time Pigeon goes to the beach was written, Leah was more confident, and Hilary was better at relinquishing control. Leah needed help drawing most of the busdriver pictures and Pigeon diving into the water. For the rest, Leah thought of the words and did most of the artwork. Hilary had a discussion with her about punch lines, and she chose the ironic ‘Yeah, Right’ for the last page. She has also perfectly captured the spirit of Pigeon’s character.

What emerges again in this description of the processes of production is the importance of engaged collaboration. Leah likes to draw but never undertakes large-scale projects independently.
Hilary only draws now for an appreciative six-year-old, even one who makes her do things again when she gets it wrong. It is the shared pleasure of being in the child’s world that sustains the activity. Collaborative play, in this instance, minimises individual weaknesses and instead a mutually beneficial literacy practice is developed. Wohlwend (2015) argues that:

We produce culture when we imagine with others, as we create and agree upon shared ideas of what it means to be and belong in a particular location or to a particular group. Cultures are sustained by shared, automatic, embodied routines.

(Wohlwend, 2015, p. 549)

We also connect interpersonally and deepen our relationships through shared creative endeavours.

Analysis of the texts

Apart from a recent incident where Leah took her own photographs of the text she and Hilary created, Leah’s interactions with digital technologies have been as a consumer. While she is not yet working as an independent creator in the digital domain, the analysis of the two Pigeon maps and *Pigeon goes to the beach* indicate the influence of digital technologies on her production of texts. What is fascinating is the way in which Leah’s access to, understanding of, and experimentation with genres, modes, and resources result in sophisticated and complex acts of productive meaning-making. Conversations, videos, the stories around text production and the completed texts themselves, reveal a child whose literate habitus is fundamentally shaped by media and digital technologies.

The inspiration for many of Leah’s textual creations is not story, but materials. Thus, it is important to consider the inter-relationship between technology, materiality and embodiment. Pahl and Rowell (2010, p. 10) make the case that we need to pay attention to sensory responses and ‘emotional resonance’ of objects. Foam stickers are often a starting point for Leah and she begins the creative process by happily submitting to the agency of the colourful, glittery, sticky materials (Dixon & Janks, 2017). The sheer sensory pleasure of touching, cutting, pulling, sticking and fingers being stuck to the stickers begins a creative process, which opens spaces for experimentation and exploiting the potential offered by the material (Thiel, 2015).

The crown sticker in *Pigeon and Duckling give the Princess something* cannot operate as a synecdoche unless Leah has access to a range of princess experiences. The princess story is a common trope in her world. Her understanding of princesses has become embodied through multiple viewings of princess movies, playing princess games on her iPad, role-playing princess and sometimes just being a living, dressed-up princess (Wohlwend, 2009). Leah’s understanding of a princess disposition is succinctly captured in the Princess’s imperious injunction to Pigeon after receiving his hotdog gift: ‘Pigeon go to the pet shop in the city. Maybe you can get adopted as a pet’ (Figure 7.5).

The crown re-emerges in *The story of the stolen crown* where Pigeon and Duckling are present in the picture, but do not play a role in the narrative. Evident is Leah’s understanding of the genre conventions of princess stories that she has gained from a range of media: evil characters covet objects from royalty and their plans are thwarted.

Data analysis often throws up unexpected avenues of enquiry. A question that caused a great deal of discussion was the role of Pigeon and Duckling in these transmedia texts. We wondered why Pigeon and Duckling inhabit the world of princesses, but not Willems’ other characters like Elephant and Piggie. We were unsure how to answer this question and returned to the data, literature and theory, talking through a range of possibilities. We explored a number of options;
the materiality of the texts did not hold up against other data. Ryan’s (2012) concept of the internal logic of possible worlds derived from literary theory was dismissed disdainfully by Leah:

Elephant and Piggie don’t know Pigeon. They are not in the same story. Pigeon is in the Princess’s land and everyone knows the Princess.

The crossover of Pigeon and Duckling into the Princess’ world is influenced by Leah’s interactions with technology: vivid, moving, character-filled films with complex storylines, and Willems’ picturebooks in the media of print and video. The compositional possibilities afforded by the genre of Disney Princess movies finds expression in the entry of other characters into the map worlds. The spatial possibilities offered by the ‘canvas’ mean that more action/complex storylines influenced by film worlds can be captured visually. Pigeon’s and Duckling’s world as created by Willems has much tighter boundaries and limited characters. His composition and style are minimalist, which affects the narrative interactions between characters. These are short and usually limited to two characters. This is evident in *Pigeon and Duckling give the Princess something*. The map is visually complex but the storyline has limited character interactions: Pigeon and Duckling think about giving the Princess a hotdog or cookie; they walk to her; they change who has the cookie and hotdog; they give their gifts to the Princess; she thinks about the pet shop and tells Pigeon to go to it; Pigeon goes; children arrive at the pet shop and think about buying a pigeon. In contrast, in Leah’s Pigeon books each page has either Pigeon talking to himself, or two characters interacting with one another.

Aligned with this is another more practical point about access and capability. Leah and Hilary don’t know how to draw Elephant and Piggie, other characters of Willems. They still have to watch the how-to videos and practise. Learning to produce a book, rather than maps, requires a particular set of bodily skills. As Leah gains more competence and confidence she takes on more compositional tasks. While Hilary drew Pigeon and Duckling in the maps, Willems’ videos taught Leah to draw them. This access to the ‘invisible’ practices of drawing characters, and time to practise, have become embodied. The same can be said of her emergent writing. Presently Leah is experimenting with writing letters and words in relation to pictures (Figure 7.3) and orally dictating storylines, but this will change. She already considers this ‘my story, not your story’.

Leah’s book shows a level of sophisticated visual literacy informed by the medium of both print and film. She understands how images convey a range of meanings. For example, she can represent the difference between speech and thought using thought and speech bubbles in a medium that lacks an oral mode. She uses speech and thought bubbles in *Pigeon and Duckling give the Princess something*. Pigeon goes to the beach begins with Pigeon thinking about going to the beach, which is captured in a thought bubble. Understanding the difference between thought and speech is complex, what is more so, is that these thought bubbles represent desire. They provide insight into the actions and motivations of the characters: Pigeon wants to go to the beach then he asks the Busdriver to take him. The presence of thought bubbles moves the stories out of the literal into the psychological realm.

This affective awareness is also evident in how Leah represents emotions through bodily positions. When Pigeon discovers the beach is not to his liking he is depicted side-on with his wings and head hanging dejectedly (Figure 7.7); his wings are drawn aloft in the sea when he thinks he is drowning. Leah is a keen observer of techniques used by graphic artists to convey meaning – in commenting on an angry tennis player seen on television, she asked if Hilary could see the clouds: ‘you know like in a comic when they draw a dark cloud over someone’s head’.

Leah’s ability to depict movement that draws on her visual and linguistic resources has increased in sophistication. In *The story of the stolen crown* straight and scribbled lines represent
Figure 7.7 Examples of Leah using body positions to represent emotions and movement

The movements of the evil girl escaping. Other modes and techniques replace these scribbled lines in her later work. In *Pigeon goes to the beach* she uses onomatopoeia to indicate the bus moving. The bus goes ‘Vroom vroom vroomy vroom vroom’ and is adapted from Willems’ (2003) *Don’t let Pigeon drive the bus*. Movement is also shown through bodily positions, for example to show pigeon diving, he is drawn upside down with his wings parallel to his head and his head and beak facing the water.

**A final word**

The inter-relationship between Leah’s digital and print literacies is complex. She is a consumer of digital texts rather than a producer, but the influence of the digital looms large in her production of transmedia texts. This would not be possible without being situated in a resource-rich social context that provides the time and space needed to engage. Leah enters collaborative play encounters with embodied practices of independence and agency that the digital affords: she doesn’t need adults’ help with her iPad and absorbs messages from a range of semiotic systems. The multimodal nature of the texts and technology she engages with enable her to apply this knowledge to her own multimodal textual representations. What is also clear is the importance of collaboration in the textual playground, the mutual benefits of two players sharing skill sets, and connections forged in the social relationship. Print and digital literacies become entangled through affective engagements with materials and the sensory pleasures they afford. Spatial and temporal organisations mould Leah’s literate habitus as she develops an understanding of the meaning potential of modes, genres and literary devices.
The methodological decisions we made have enabled us to understand Leah’s embodied literacy practices in particular ways, but limited us in others. We have engaged in our own form of collaborative play, traversing a complex and changing data set that has been beneficial but time consuming in a publication-driven environment. We will need to consider how this ethnography will need to change as Leah’s print literacy grows and new digital engagements reconfigure her play, possibly resulting in a relegated adult playmate. While we are deeply aware of our impact as researchers in the research site, we are also increasingly aware of how the technology we use to record data is used by children for play and appropriated by them. What possibilities and challenges does this present? What embodied practices do researchers need to take on in a world where children are so comfortable with digital technologies and media?

Although the findings of this study can only ever be partial tellings, we have nevertheless tried to show our own sense of wonder at the ‘big worlds’ Leah inhabits.
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